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What makes a good start to a startup?

A sufficiently large market…

A compelling problem…

A desirable, viable, feasible, and sustainable solution…

A caring and competent team…

A pinch of humility…

A kilo of crazy…



What makes a good start to a startup?

A sufficiently large market… around the world

A compelling problem… fighting financial inequality

A desirable, viable, feasible, and sustainable solution…
a new participatory budgeting app for schools

A caring and competent team… check, check

A pinch of humility… um, yeah

A kilo of crazy… remember Innovation Games®?



What are ways to build your startup?

Use the 
Lean 

Startup!

Understand 
your 

customers

Use Design 
Thinking 

Plan your 
releases

Create 
sound 

economic 
forecasts

Collaborate 
with your 

Market

Invest in 
Architectural 

Runway

Experiment
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Hey… Isn’t ALL OF THAT that in SAFe®?

Caring and 
Competent 

Teams



Start with Portfolio SAFe®

www.scaledagileframework.com

All images © Scaled Agile, Inc. 

http://scaledagileframework.com/


BMC

Lean 
Canvas

Keep Change

Defer

OR Portfolio Vision ➔ Company Vision

All images © Scaled Agile, Inc. 



Emphasize SAFe® Managed-Investment Contracts

• Use a partner you know and trust

• Give them a fair commitment

for FirstRoot, it was 6 months

• Establish a cadence that works

• Consider a shorter iteration

we’re running 1-week iterations

• Educate, educate, educate

• We watched the SAFe ASE videos

• We gave them pitch decks

• We produced a PB Process

http://bit.ly/33OvhuY


Focus on Agile Product Delivery

Agile Product Delivery 

is a customer-centric 

approach to defining, 

building, and releasing 

a continuous flow of 

valuable products and 

services to customers 

and users.

© Scaled Agile, Inc. 

https://www.scaledagileframework.com/agile-product-delivery/



Keep

Add

Change
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Before the Story Map there is a Story



Design the vision and the iteration

We design and usability test the 

vision – this is way more than 

we need for an iteration and 

could be considered ”BUFD” 

and does induce risk.

We scale back and provide lighter-weight, more detailed 

iteration designs that sometimes change the vision

All images © FirstRoot, Inc. 

Vision
Iteration



Improving Through Retrospectives: 

Aligning Design and Implementation

We found we could 

increase velocity and 

improve performance 

by designing with 

Flutter in mind! 



Home Screen Design

By moving from a 

graphic image to a list 

with icons we simplified 

our implementation 

and substantially 

increased usability.



The Student Experience

Ideation



The Student Experience

Refinement and Voting



We chose this!

When you have no solution it is all runway…

Start with the uber-architecture

© Scaled Agile, Inc. 



When you have no solution it is all runway…

Add the rest – trust your experience

• I18N/L10N 

• A cross-platform client

• A gorgeous UI

• An API-driven model

• An Event-Sourced architecture

• Extensible, patterns-based data architecture

• GDPR / FERPA / CCPA compliant

© Scaled Agile, Inc. 



We don’t have a PI Zero... But we did a LOT!

?

Help the team understand the problem domain

Ensure the team is aligned on company mission

Choose the uber-architecture

Invest in the data model

Notably absent: No “PI Zero”
Spike the data model

Design the vision UX

Spike some of the UX

Spike the API

Design the API

https://www.scaledagileframework.com/program-increment/



Patterns!



Custom State Models



A few more notes…



Sunk emotions are harder than sunk costs

• We switched from React to Flutter

• We explored REST, chose GraphQL

• We changed our company name 

• We dealt with some nasty 
performance issues

Our first release was incomplete

• Students could create proposals

• No voting!

CI/CD and Release on Demand!

• Within 3 months our app is complete!

Startups aren’t always easy…

Even our first logo gear was broken!



• We know our work matters

• We know the students are loving it

• We’re learning and growing

• We’re thankful we have SAFe® to 
help guide our efforts

But they sure are fun!

The US is one of the world’s most unequal 

countries with many health and social problems



Discussion


